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Semantic Web technologies have had a pervasive control on research activities in the cultural
heritage domain. Each process related to data modeling moves toward the knowledge graph
principle. Everything is connected, and the connection defines the real meaning of the observed
domain.
Starting from these considerations the aim of this speech is to present some activities in enhancing
cultural heritage information starting from the semantic power of data. In particular the process of
ontology creation is the key to reflect on building relationships between pieces of knowledge. The
discussion starts from the work on Vespasiano da Bisticci Letters as a case of semantic digital
edition, to keep on with the Zeri Photo Archive, as an open linked data collection in the art of
history domain, to continue until the abstract semantic modeling of ideas - i.e. from the
interpretation act in authorship attribution to the role of people, mined from authority records, in an
event-centric and context-oriented perspective.
All these activities will be described in the context of the Italian research environment in which I
work: our Italian Association of Digital Humanities (AIUCD, Associazione per l’Informatica
Umanistica e la Cultura Digitale), the Bologna Digital Libray (AlmaDL) and the centre for curation
of digital resources that we built in the University of Bologna (CRR-MM, Multimedia Research
Resource Centre).
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